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ABSTRACT 

LBL-6279 

The present work was undertaken to study the mechanism involved 

in the erosion of ductile metals by solid particles at grazing angles 

of incidence. To investigate the material removal process, a series of 

multiple and single particle tests was conducted on 1100-0 aluminum 

with silicon carbide particles. These results were correlated with 

existing analytical models. Departures o.f the experimental results from 

theoretical predictions. were resolved by considc~ing a more realistic 

model of the erosion process. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Through the years, erosion by solid particles in a fluid stream 

has been a problem in many industrial processes. Currently there: is a 

great deal of interest in coal-hydrogenation. From pilot plant results 

and experience with similar operations, erosion appears to be an impor

tant, if not limiting, factor in the development of novel hydrogenation 

processes. The need for a better understanding of erosion in this con-

nection is the motivation of the present work. 

The study of erosion of ductile metals began in the 1930's. The 

first phase (1930-1960) of erosion research involved primarily the col-

lection of erosion data for different materials and particles under 

varied conditions. This era defined the basic relationships involved 

in erosion and reported interesting observations on the erosion re-

sistance of various metals and refractories. However, it was not until 

1958 that the first analysis of erosion was perfonned. This study be-

gan the next phase of erosion work, that is, trying to develop an analy-. 
sis to predict weight loss. An understanding of the basic mechanisms 

by which erosion occurs is necessary if predictions are to be made for 

new processes. · 

The first analysis of weight loss was given by Finnie, 1 who con

sidered the erosion of an ideally ductile material by a hard angular 

particle as illustrated in Fig. 1. The basis of the analysis was the 

follmving assumptions: 

(a) Material removal is the result of the cutting action of 

rigid particles. 
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(b) The plastic flow stress is constant. 

(c) There is a constant ratio (k) between the horizontal and 

vertical forces acting on the particle during cutting. 

(d) The volume removed is the product of the area swept out by 

the particle tip and the width (b) of the cutting face, 
tc 

b J YrdX-r, where Xy and YT are the coordinates of the tip 
0 

of the particle as shown in Fig. 1. The time at which cutting 

ceases is tc. 

(e) There are two conditions for which cutting may terminate. 

One possibility is that cutting ceases when the particle tip 
. 

can no longer move forward CXyCtc) = 0). The other case is 

when the particle leaves the surface while still cutting; 

that is, when the particle's tip has a horizontal velocity 

when Yy(tc) = 0. 

(f) ;The area of contact is about twice the area given by the 

depth of cut (L/yt ~ 2). 

The two dimensional case shown in Fig. 1 was used as the basis of 

Finnie's analysis. 2 By solving the equations of motion of the tip of 

the particle, the volwne removed was determined. The resulting ex

pression for vohnne removal was found to be3 

Vo~ = Cmvl ( cos 2a -( ~') z) 
4p(l+m~2) 

(1) 

.. 



.. 

where 
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Vol = volume swept out 

m = mass of eroding particle 

I = moment of inertia of particle about its center of 

gravity 

r = radius of particle 

C = fraction of particles cutting in idealized manner 

a = angle o.f attack 

V = particle velocity 

P = horizontal component of pressure on particle taken equal 
to Vicker's Hardness Hy 

XyCtc)= horizontal velocity of particle tip when cutting ceases 

This expression when evalua,ted for the two possibilities for the end 

of cutting reduces to 

and 

where 

emv2 
Vol = ---..,.--

2 
2P(l+m~ ) 

CmV2 
Vol = ----=--2 

4p(l +m~ ) 

2 cos a 

k P=--.,... 2 
(l+m~ ) 

:X = o 
T 

(2) 

(3) 

' Finnie, et al, 3 conducted experiments in which weight loss as a 

function of angle of incidence, particle velocity, and target hardness 

\vere detcnnincd and correlated with predictions from the analysis. 
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For hard angular particles, SiC and A1 2o3, it was found that the velo

city exponent, n, varied from 2.04 to 2.50 rather than n = 2 as pre-

dieted. It was found that the ru1alysis predicted an angle of attack 

for maximtm1 erosion which was similar to experimental results. The 

general shape of the predicted ru1d experimental erosion curves were 

found to be similar. Weight loss in erosion was found to vary in

versely with Vicker's hardness of the surface for annealed metals. 

This indication of erosion resistance was also predicted by the analy

sis (Vol ex: Jv). ·It was found that heat treating steels or cold working 

other metals had little effect on the materials' erosion resistru1ce. 

In 1962 Bitter4 proposed a theory for soiid particle erosion 

which was based on Hertzian contact theory and assorted energy balances. 

Bitter categorized the process as consisting of two distinct mechanisms, 

cutting wear and defonnation wear. He asserted that for ductile metals 

at low ru1gles of attack, the cutting mechanism was predominant with 

negligible deformation wear and at high angles of attack deformation 

wear caused the majority of the damage. It should be noted that Bitter's 

approach was developed for both brittle and ductile erosion and that 

the only differences·in these erosion mechru1isms was the amount to 

cutting or deformation wear present. 

Neilson and Gilchrist5 presented Bitter's erosion analysis in the 

simplified form: 

w = + 
MV

2 • 2 s1n a 
2£ 

.. 



and 

where 

·w = 

w = 

M = 

v = 

(). = 

weight loss 
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MV
2 . 2 
Sin (). 

2E 

total mass of eroding particles 

particle velocity 

angle of attack 

a0 = angle at which the horizontal component of particle 

velocity is zero 

~ = the cutting energy absorbed by the surface to release 

one unit of eroded material 

E = deformation energy absorbed by the surface to release 

one unit of material 

It is interesting to note that the final expressions have little if 

any relationship to the basis of the analysis. 

Bitter4 found by adjusting certain parameters in his analysis that 

Finnie's experimental results for aluminum and steel could be predicted. 

Neilson and Gilchrist6 were also able to fit Bitter's analysis to their 

experimental work with some accuracy. Bitter's final weight loss 

equations are essentially a "curve" fit method and his predictions are 

highly dependent on the two empirical energy constants, ~ and E. 

Winters and Hutchings7 conducted studies with individual angular 

particles striking lead and steel samples to determine the relationship 

bet,veen the particle's orientation at the point of impact and the 

subsequent material damage. It was found that two different regimes 

of deformation existed, ploughing and cutting. They found that 
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ploughing occurred at large negative rake angles, that is, when the 

angle between the leading edge of the particle and the surface was 

small. Ploughing deformation was found to be reduced if the particle 

had some angular rotation while it was in contact with t~e surface. 

At more positive rake angles, cutting deformation occurred, but its 

effectiveness was reduced by any rolling of the particle. This rolling 

action resulted in the particle penetrating deeply into the surface 

rather than sweeping though the material. The authors also observed 

localized deformation, identified as adiabatic shear bands, in the 

lips raised during cutting deformation. 7 ' 8 They s~ggested that 

materials susceptible to adiabatic shear may also have a lesser 

resistance to erosion. 

Tilly9 proposed a completely different two stage process for the 

erosion mechanism. This consisted of a primary and secondary process 

rather than two mechanisms which dominate under different conditions of 

rake angle and angle of attack. These two stages were identified as: 

(a) Primary ·erosion starts with the indentation of the surface 

followed by a micromachining process for chip removal. 

(b) The second.stage consists of impacting particles fracturing 

and the resulting fragments producing additional removal. 

Tilly tried to support this mechanism by characterizing the 

particles size distribution and relating the size change to 

the observed erosion. 

The studies by Good\vin, et a1, 18 showed interesting variations in 

erosion parameters with particle size and base material. The velocity 

• 
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exponent was found, for small particles, to be 2 but for sizes above 

-100 ~ it was approximated as 2.3 for normal impacts. These tests 

were conducted on several ductile materials. Tilly and Sage17 found 

a dependence of erosion rate on particle diameter for a given impact 

velocity. They found for a number of ductile materials that there-

suits, weight loss as a function of particle diameter, could be divided 

into three regions. These areas consisted of a segment defined by a 

threshold diameter (~1) below which no erosion occurred, a region 

above ~L where weight loss has a power law relationship to the dia

meter, and for still larger particles the erosion rate was constant. 

Experiments relating the erosion characterists of single and 

nrultiple particle impacts were conducted by Sheldon and Kanhere. 11 

These tests consisted of the erosion of 6061 alwninum (annealed and 

work hardened) by large diameter stell and glass shot (dia. "'2500 ]Jm) 

at angles of incidence of 20 and 90 degrees. The velocity exponent (n) 

determined for single and multiple particle tests were similar. For 

work hardened aluminum at a= 20°, the velocity exponent was approxi

mately 2.8. The annealed specimen under similar conditions produced a 

velocity exponent wh.ich varied from 2 . 3 to 2 . 4. 

Sheldon and Kanhere11 developed an erosion model based on the 

materials' indentation hardness characteristics. The derivation, for 

normal impact only, consisted of a simple energy balance bebveen the 

kinetic energy of the particle and the work expended during indentation. 

TI1is approach produced a weight loss prediction of the form 



where 
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w == 
n3v2(P)3/2 

D = particle diameter 

v = particle velocity 

p = particle density 

Hy = Vicker's hardness 

W = \veight loss 

I-ly3/2 
(4) 

The model assumed that the force necessary to indent the surface was 

proportional to the depth of penetration to a power m, somewhat like 

a "dynamic" hardness test, but it did not consider the strain harding 

of the surface or the inertia of the particle. Sheldon and Kanhere 

contend that the exponent for velocity (n = 3) is close to the actual 

experimental values. However, the prediction that the weight loss was 

proportional to Hy- 3/ 2 is in disagreement with experimental results. 

Sheldon12 maintained that the best material property for correla-

tion with erosion wear is the hardness value of the target material in 

the fully work hardened condition as measured on the damaged surface. 

It was found, for a number of pure materials, that the hardness was as 

much as five times higher than that measured for the annealed material. 

Sheldon proposed that the fully work hardened value for hardness should 

be used in analyses which employ a particle cutting or material dis-

placement mechanism for material removal. 

Based on the preceding literature review it appears that different 

erosion mechanisms predominate at low and high angles of impingement. 

"' 

.. 

.. 
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Since low or grazing angles lead to the largest volume removal it was 

decided to concentrate on this aspect of erosion. 

As a starting point we will investigate the model for solid 

particle erosion proposed by Finnie. 1 ' 2 At the present time, this is 

the only theory which attempts to e:>...-plain the erosion process. The 

theories proposed by Bitter or Neilson and Gilchrist seem to be little 

more than a curve fit, and those presented by Tilly, Sheldon, etc., 

are composed mostly of observations with very little modeling of the 

process. 

The work. that will be described involved experiments with both 

single and rultiple .impacts. These results are compared with those 

predicted analytically. Departures from the predicted behavior are 

considered and a modified analysis of erosion at grazing angles is 

developed. 
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II. EXPERIMENf 

The tests were made with an erosion testing device originally de

veloped by Sheldon.13 The equipment was subsequently modified for 

velocity meas~rement and easier operation. In its final.form it is 

shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 

The basic operation of the tester is sin~le and effective. The 

silicon carbide was fed into the air stream, mixed for uniform particle 

distribution, and then propelled down the tube by the air flow. By 

varying the pressure drop across the nozzle, the air and particle 

velocity could be controlled. It was found that the particle velocity 

was a function of the inner diameter of the tube, the loading factor 

(grams of particles/grams of air), the pressure drop across the nozzle, 

the surfqce roughness of the nozzle, and the size and shape of the 

particles. To ensure constant velocities during tests, the above 

parameters must be kept as constant as possible. 

For multiple particle tests, the hopper feed arrangement shown 

in Fig. 3 was used. This arrangement provided a very satisfactory means 

of depositing the particles into the air stream at a constant rate. 

The mass of particles entering the air stream was a ftmction of the 

hopper rake angle (~) and the air pressure applied to the hopper 

vibrator. 

For the single particle tests, consisting of five particles im

pacting the target, the hopper was replaced by a glass and plastic 

tube device, and the larger particles were fed from the tube into the 

.. 
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mixing Ghamber. A constant loading· factor was nof needed to ensure 

a constant velocity in that at such small loadings any small deviation 

of this value had negligible effect on the particle velocity. 14 

To determine the particle velocity, the rotating disc device shown 

in Fig. 4 was employed. This equipment was based on the design of 

Ruff and Ives. 15 To determine the particles' velocities, the para-

meters (R, S, L, V) shmm in Fig. 4b were needed. The simple obser

vation that the time it takes the particle to travel between the discs 

is equal to the time it takes the disc to rotate through the arc 

length was required. 

There are several advantages of the rotating disc method whe11 

compared to a double flash photographic system. The strong points of 

the rotating disc are that it is less expensive to build and operate, 

it gives very accurate results, and less time is needed for particle 

velocity calibration. Its accuracy is due to the large number of 

particles which are used during a test and the resulting averaging of 

variations in operating conditions (particle orientation in the stream, 

particle loading, particle size). For several tests, at a given set 

of conditions, this method produced results which varied by less 

than 5%. 

' All but a few experiments used silicon carbide particles and 

ll00-0 aluminum targets. The choice of these materials was dictated 

by availability and the fact that an extensive amount of previous 

testing had been carried out with this combination. Specimens were 

prepared from sheared plates by polishing with silicon carbide abrasive 
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papers starting at 240 grit and ending at 600 grit. For the multiple 

particle tests in which weight loss was detennined as a function of 

velocity, angle of attack, and amount of abrasive, the silicon car

bide particles had a size range between 48 and 62 mesh (250-300 ]..IJil). 

This size range corresponds to a weight equivalent spherical particle 

of 280 ~ diameter. The purpose of the single particle experiments 

was to make observations on the craters fonned during impact. To 

make the observations easier, larger, 12 to 16 mesh, silicon carbide 

particles were used. These particles had equivalent diameters of 

1100 ]..IJil. 
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II I • RESULTS 

A. Qualitative Interpretation of Single Particle.Impacts 

A large number of single particle impacts were examined with the 

scanning electron microscope. It is not possible to present all of 

these so representative photographs are shown in Figs~ 5-11. These 

stereo pairs (10° tilt) provide a graphic picture of the mechanisms 

involved in erosion. To supplement the photographs, a profile through 

the approximate centerline of the crater is also shown. 

Figures 5 through 7 are craters that were formed by particles 

which had angles of incidence of 10, 11, and 15 degrees, respectively. 

These craters had similar characteristics in that each exhibits, to 

some degree, striation from the cutting edge of the particle, a lip 

at the end of the crater, and were shallow with an average length to 

depth ratio of about 10. At 10 degrees, the particle swept though 

the surface and removed the majority of the displaced material. The 

11° and 15° impacts are similar in that the particles entered the 

surface in a cutting manner. However, in these cases the particles 

were unable to remove all of the displaced material and left a 

large lip of material at the end of the craters. 

A transition in the removal mechanism appears to occur between 

20 and 40 degrees. In this area, a change from a cutting mechanism of 

removal to one involving indentation appears to take place. The 20° 

and 30° impacts (Figs. 8 and 9) are typical of this region in that 

the particle entered the surface in a cutting manner and proceeded to 

plough the material forward. In this region, there is considerable 
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displaced material and the craters are becoming shorter and deeper 

compared to the grazing impacts (10°-20°) with length to depth ratio 

of about 5. 

At higher angles of incidence (40°-g0°) the .deformat~on mechanism 

is primarily one of indentation with very little cutting occurring. 

Figure 10 shows a crater formed at 60 degrees~ The particle indents 

the surface as it moves across it with the resulting damage being the 

depression of the surface. The original s~rface can be seen on the 

floor of the crater. At goo, Fig. 12, the damage is the result of sur

face indentation by the particle. As with the 60° crater, the goo 

impact has only minor material displacement at the edges of the crater, 

and the crater floor has a remarkably constant slope. 

B. Cutting Analysis 

To determine the applicability of Finnie's cutting theory, a series 

of experiments were conducted. Since the single particle tests showed 

that a cutting type removal mechanism was appropriate over a range of 

10 <a < 30°, the correlations between predictions and experimental re-

suits will be confined to this region. The theory and tests results 

were examined for the . following cases: 

. (i) Multiple particle tests were compared to the predictions of 

Eq. 1. 

(ii) Crater profiles obtained from ~he single particle experiments 

and profiles predicted from the analysis were compared .. Also, 

an estimate of the material hardness (Hy) was obtained from 

single impacts and the analysis. 
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(iii) The assumptions made for several of the parameters (e.g. k) 

in the analysis were compared to the test results. 

Erosion (expressed as g removed/g abrasive) as a function of the 

angle of incidence, for particle velocities of 77 m/s and 102 m/s, is 

shown in Fig. 12. By examining the normalized curves, it can be seen 

that the maximum amount of weight loss occurs at about 11° for the 

lower velocity and 12° for the higher, and that erosion curves have 

very similar shapes between 10 and 30 degrees but diverge after that 

point. (It is interesting to note that at 90°, for the lower velocity 

test, the erosion is 13% of the maximum, while at 107 m/s the erosion 

is about 22% of the peak value.) The velocity exponents for the ex

pression erosion a Vn, plotted on Fig. 12, range from 2.46 at 10 degrees 

to 3.12 for normal impacts. 

A comparison of Finnie's analysis using Eq. 1 and the experimental 

results is shown in Fig. 13 (normalized about their peak weight loss 

values) . Using Finnie's assumptions for the constants k = 2, ~ = 3, 
mr 

the results compare favorably for what we have termed the cutting region. 

For both velocities, the shape of the experimental curve and predicted 

curve are very similar in the region of a< 30°, and the analysis pre-

diets a peak erosion angle very similar to the test results. As would 

be expected, the cutting analysis and the experimental results diverge 

for higher angles. 

There are several anomalies in the cutting analysis when compared 

to expeyjJncntal results. The aJ1alysis predicts a constant velocity 
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exponent of 2, whereas the experimental results shm.; an exponent which 

is greater than 2 and increases with a. These aspects are discussed 

in detail in section C. 

By plotting the erosion results in terms of erosion per particle 

for both experimental and analytical results (Fig. 14), it is possible 

to make an estimation of the cutting efficiency. Using the values of 
. . 

annealed hardness for the horizontal stress p, a cutting efficiency o~ . 

one, and an average particle weight, the analysis underest~ates the 

test results by about a factor of 10.5. This result is similar to 

Finnie's1 ass~rtion that the cutting efficiency for erosion should 

be similar to the efficiency found in abrasive wear studies, th~t is, 

1 particle in 10 produces actual removal while the remainder displace 

and roughen the suriace. 

On the other hand, Sheldon12 contends that eroding particles work 

harden a surface to about five times the annealed hardness. In this 

case the discrepancy between experimental and analysis is a factor of 

about two. In other words about half of the particles would then be 

cutting in the idealized manner. It is difficult to isolate the vari

ables C and p in Eq. 1 but their quotient ; seems to be approximately 

0~ when ann~aled metals are eroded by silicon carbide grains. We 

will later present some evidence to support the viewpoint that p should 

be taken as the Vickers hardness ~· 

The trajectory of the particle's tip, XT and YT, as it cuts through 

the surface was predicted using Finnie's analysis. These results were 

compared to the profiles of typical single impacts. 

.• 

.. 
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Finnie1 showed in his original paper that the motion of the particle's 

tip can be described as with reference to Fig. 1 as: 

where 

Y= Vsina 
B 

sinBt 

X Vsina · . 13 V ( ) Vs~na (t) ::: kE s1n t + cosa t 

,~, = mr V s ina [ . a ] 
-r ki B s1nf-'t - Bt 

(5) 

(6) 

* * Then expressL1g equations 5 and 6 in a dimensionless form, X and Y , 

the particle's trajectory is sho"~ to be 

* BXT 
X = -- = 

v 
sinT (2sina) - T (2sina) + T (cosa) 

y* = SY = sina sinT 
v 

where T = St, I= 1/3 mr2 and k~ 2. 

A comparison of profiles predicted by Eqs. 7 and 8 and several 

(7) 

(8) 

typical single impacts are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. The curves are 

scaled such that the maximum depth of cut for the analysis and the 

test results are the same. 

For an angle of 10 degrees the analysis predicts the general 

shape of the crater quite well, The positions of the maximwn depth of 

* cut (Ymax at x* = l. 2) are similar as is the trajectory of the particle 

* before it reaches Ymax· There is some dissimilarity near the end of 
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the volume removal process in that, in two of the actual cases, the 

particle travels a bit further but raises a small lip. The analysis 

shows the particle covering a shorter horizontal distance but removing 

the entire volume. 

Even at the limits of the cutting region (a;: 30°), the analysis 

is able to describe many of the features of the actual impact. The 

trajectory of the particle's motion for the predicted and experimental 

* cases is similar up to the maximum depth of cut. After Y the com-max 
parison of the analysis and impact results is no longer valid. The 

analysis assumes that the particle removes all of the material up to 

* Ymax and is then ejected from the surface. In reality, the particle 

* displaces extra material past Ymax to create a large lip on the leading .. :. 

edge of the crater. 

There is, of course, variability from on~ impact to another with 

angular particles so 011e should not expect precise predictions from an 

idealized model. 

It was also of interest to determine whether the cutting theory 

could predict the plastic flow stress which a single particle would 

"see" during the removal process. By using the non-dimensional para

* meter Y and several dimensions from the single particle experiments, 

a "flow pressure" could be estimated and compared to the material hard-

ness Hv. 

From the .cutting theory it is shown that 

* y = SY 
v 

.. 
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or for the maximum depth, Ymax, 

B 'Yr 
max max 

v = sina 

Solving the above relationship for B yields max 

= (Pkl/>br'2 v 
8max m - Yr 

where m = mass of particle 

k = force ratio = 2 

p = flow pressure 

w LfYr - 2 = 

b = width of impact 

The maximum flow pressure is then expressed as 

V2 . 2 
p = m s1n a 
max y2 4b 

Tmax 

(9) 

sina (10) 

(11) 

By taking measurements for YT and band knowing the velocity, 
max 

mass, and angle a, the flow stress for the single particle impacts at 

10, 15, 30, and 60 degrees (Figs. 5, 7, 9, 10) could be determined. 

The results of this prediction are presented in Fig. 17 and are compar-

able to the actual hardness which the single particles "saw" on impact, 

that is, the hardness of the fresh alwninum surface (H ~ 28 kg/mm2). 
v 

It is interesting, although perhaps coincidental, to note that by 

extrapolating the results of Fig. 17 to a = 0°, the hardness obtained 

is approximately equal to the value for the annealed specimen. 
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The average ratio of horizontal to vertical forces, k, was deter~ 

mined experimentally to be 2.12 (k = 2 in analysis). This experiment 

consisted of several angular particles (1400 ~ dia. SiC) being mounted 

on styluses and the recording of the horizontal and vertical forces 

which the particles generated as they scratch the 1100-0 aluminum 

specimen. 

Some of the assumptions of the cutting analysis can be verified by 

the experimental results already presented. It was assumed that the 

particle entered the surface at the angle of incidence of the air stream 

to the specimen. By measuring the initial slope of the particle's tra

jectory for single particle tests, it was found that fora<40° the average 

slope deviates from the assumed angle of incidence by less than 7%. 

For the cutting region, only two modes of cutting are observed, that 

is, the particle was able to leave the surface in a cutting manner 

(YT(tc) = 0) or the forward motion of the particle was stopped by the 

base material CXrCt c) = 0) . The lack of secondary damage in single 

particle tests indicates that the particle is rigid and did not fracture 

upon impact as was assumed in the analysis. 

By using Figs. 18.and 19, the assumption that for multiple impacts 

the flow pressure each particle "sees" is the annealed hardness (H ) . v 

of the base metal is shown to be reasonable. The results, represented 

as two linear regions with positive increasing slopes, indicate that 

the particle "sees" a constant hardness in the steady state region. 

This pressure must be similar to the annealed hardness observed in the 
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incubation portion of the results in that the erosion rate had in-

creased somewhat when compared to the initial rate. If it is assumed 

the particles see a progressively work hardened surface, then the 

·erosion rate should decrease with the amount of abrasive and not In-

crease as the results indicate. It is noted that the transition from 

the incubation portion of the curve to the steady state region 

(e.g. 180 gm at 27 ~) is characterized by the onset of rippling. s 

C. MOdification of the Cutting Analysis 

In view of the success of the cutting analysis in explaining many 

features of erosion at low angle of impingement, it is disturbing that 

it underestimates the velocity exponent. As pointed out earlier the 

theoretical value of 2 in the relation volume "" Vn is rarely observed 

with experimental values ranging from 2.4 to 2.6 or greater. Other 

than the Sheldo11 and Kanhere11 model based on indentation (Eq. 4) 

which predicts volume -v3 and Tilly's suggestion9 that shattering 

and secondary erosion occur at higher velocities, there has been little 

attention paid to ·this discrepancy. Both of these approaches are lack

ing in generality and clearly do not apply to the experiments we have 

reported. 

One consideration is that the the11nal properties of the eroded sur-

face may be involved in the mechanism of erosion. This was .disposed 

of by testing titanium. Its thermal diffusivity (.0282 cm
2
/sec) differs 

greatly from that for aluminwn (.712 cm
2
/sec). However, the values for 
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the exponent n were essentially the same as for ahunimun 

(nAl = 2.42, ILri = 2.47 at a = 10° and velocities of 39 and 97 ;) . 

h . f h 1 . F. . 16 . d h In se::trc 1ng -or anot er exp anat1on, 1rune examme t e ~!sstunp-

tions of his original analysis. He suggested that the equation for 

angular rotation be modified to locate the resultant force at the 

correct distance from the C.G. of the particle. Originally this h·as 

taken to act at the tip of the particle since this simplified the 

analysis. However, as shown in Fig. 20 it is more realistic to locate 

the resultant force 1n the center of the material having contact with 

the particle. The symmetrical picture of two-dimensional cutting shown 

in the figure could be considered as an average condition for grains 

which are "tilted" in either direction as they strike the surface. 

The equations Jf motion for the X and Y (Yr ~ Y) _directions_ are 

unchanged by this modification and are 

mX+PYlJ;b=O 
.. 

my + kpYlJ; b = 0 

The equation for angular rotation now becomes: 

I~ + PIJ!b(r-Y)Y - 2p1J; (y) 
2
bk = 0 

where pwbY = horizontal force 

plJ;Yok = vertical force· 

(12) 

- (13) 

(14) 

The assumptions used in the above equations arc identical to those 

used in the original analysis. 

Solving Eq. 13, the vertical motion of the particle can be expressed 

as 

(15) 
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where 

B ·( PltY'2 
using the initial conditions· that· at Y(O) = 0 and Y(O) = Vsina 

the expression for Y(t) reduces to 

Y(t) = * sina sin8t 

Substituting Y(t) into Eq. (12), the horizontal motion of the 

particle is found to be 

Vsina X(t) = 
k8 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

For the boundary conditions X(O) = Vcosa and X(O) = 0, X(t) may be 

expressed·as: 

X(t) = Vsina sinBt + jVcosa - Vsina I t 
Bk l k 

(18) 

The rotation of the particle is found to be of the fonn 

cp(t) = j ~~ [ldV~inJ! .(.!_ t 2 + --1 cos28t)-
1 I s2 4 ss2 

. V . d2V2 . 2 ] ·+ rVsjn a . St r s1na s1n a 7- sm - 82 - 882 (19) 

where d = 2k + 1 and . the other constai1ts are as defined previous 1 y. 

It is assumed that for many jnliXlCts the initial particle rotation and 

angular velocity \vould, on the average, be zero (¢ (0) = ~ (0) = 0). 

for angular particles, then 

3 Vsina 
+ Z (sinSt - Bt) 

2r8 (20) 
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As in the original analysis, the motion of the particle's tip can 

be expressed as 

and 

Xr=X+nj> 

Again, this asstnnption inplies an average condition exists for many im-

pacts. Since the motion of the particle's tip is knO\m., then the 

vo1tune removed is 
tc 

where 

Vol= b J Y~ dt 

0 

t = time at which cuttinQ ceases c 

b = a unit width of the cuttinQ face 

Combininl! Eqs. 16, 18 and 20, the volwne expression reduces to 

(21) 

Vol _ Vsina.Jtc [ ] 
0 - B (sinBt) (A2-A3-A7) + (A1 +A6) cosBt - A5sinBt + A4 t .dt 

0 

where A1 = v . 
2 s1na. 

Az = Vcosa. 

A3 = 1 v . 
2 s1na. 

A4 = 15 v 2 . 2 
4 r s1n a. 

As = 15 1 v2 . 2 
8 r8 s1n a. 

A6 = 3 Vsina. 2 

~ = A6 

- ·~ 
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Evaluating the integral from 0 to tc, the voltnne expression is 

This exoression is composed essentially of Finnie's original solution 

(the first parentheses) and a correction tel1il. 

To determine the voltune removal for the case when the tip of the 

particle is still ·moving horizontally as it leaves the surface, the 

condition on tc is that Y(tc) = 0 when XT exists or Stc = n. Using 

this condition, the expression is given as 

Vol 
0 (23) 

The other possibility for the manner in which the particle ceases 

to remove material is when it is prevented from moving through the sur-
. 

face, that is, when XrCStc) = 0. This condition for cutting termination 

can be expressed as 
A 

Vcosa - 2Vsina + 2Vsina cosStc - A5sin(2S\) + -f (Stc) = 0 (24) 

By combining this expression and Eq. 22, the volume removed for this 

region is given as 

Vol = Vsina [Vcosa 
o B B 

V . 2 vz.z s1na . 0 + s1n a ( . 
8 s1n ~-'tc 15 s1n8t -ss2r c 
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It is noted that t , as detennined from Eq. 24, is a ftmction of the c 

angle a and must be determined for each rutgle of~in~ingement. 

Since maximum erosion occurs when the particle leaves the surface 

while still cutting, the implications of Eq. 23 will be c;onsidered 

first. 

If we assume that for two velocities v2 and v1 the volume removal 

can be expressed as Volume a yfl, then a value n may be estimated 

from Ea. 23. RecallinQ that s2 
= pkijJb/m, then 

fin2a -

v . 3 

) Volv 

·C~)n ·C~Y 
. 2 15 2S1n a 

4s1n a + T TI 

Sr 2 
Volv 

(sin2o 4 . 2 15 
v1sin3a ) 1 s1n a + T TI 

Sr 

. Vsina . · 15 ymax 
S1nce Ymax = 

8 
the last term 1n parentheses becomes T TI ---r-

If an estima~e can be made for Y~ • A for v1, then(Y~) for V ~ v2 

is merely ( v~) A. The preceding equation becomes 

. 2 4 
. 2 15 v2 . 2 

s1n a - s1n a + 4 TI V: A s1n a 
1 ---------------------- (26) 

. 2 4 . 2 15TI . 2 s1n a - s1n a + ~ A s1n a 

Typically in erosion tests at two velocities used to determine the 

exponent n the value of A is about 0.1. The following table shows 

n values calculated from the preceding equation for three velocity 

ratios as well as values for A = .075 and .125. 
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Table 1. Velocity exponents as detennined from Eq. 26 for 

several angless velocity ratios, and A = .125, 

.100 and .075. 

-
Velocity Exponent n 

A 
v2 

Ct = 11° 15° Ct == 18° v Ct = 
1 ·-

2 2.250 2.377 2.492 
.125 1. 75 2.237 2.261 2.457 

1.5 2.224 2.343 2.436 

2 2.212 2.326 2.420 
.100 1. 75 2.198 2.311 2.402 

l.S 2.186 2.294 2.368 

2 . 2.168 2. 267' 2.358 
• 075 1. 75 2.158 2.253 2.358 

1. so 2.148 2.239 2.333 

.. 
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While these·values are somewhat smaller than the experimental results 

presented previously, they are in the range reported by Firmie1 and 

Tilly. 9 The results also indicate that the exponent n increases with 

the angle a, as do the experimental results of Fig. 12 ClJld those of 

Sheldon. 11 Varying A and v2/V1 has little effect on the velocity ex

ponent at a given angle with a maximum change of n of less than 6%. 

Up to this point we have discussed only the effective velocity 

exponent for the situation of the particle leaving the surface while 

still cutting, but it is of interest to determine n for the case when 

the particle is prevented from moving through the surface. For the 

case of A = 0.1, the transition between the two conditions occurs at 

21°, a higher value than given by the simple analysis. The 'end of 

the cutting region (a = 30°) will be considered. Solving Eq. 24 for 

the time at which cutting ceases (Btc) and then evaluating Eq. 22, the 

effective veolcity exponent n for a = 30° '. Vz1V1 = 2, and A = .1 was 

found to be 2.76 which is very similar to experimental results. 

The modified analysis does predict a shift in the peak angle of 

erosion with velocity. Differentiating Eq. 23·with respect to a, the 

relationship for the·peak erosion is found to be 

tan2a = (27) 

f 

Evaluating Eq. 27 for velocities v
1 

and 1.4V1 , and assummg for typical 

impacts that A= .1, then the peak erosion angles are 
0 

a1 = 17.76; 
0 

a2 = 20.21 ; 

V=V 
1 

V = 1.4V1 
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Determining the exact angle for peak erosion is very difficult, and 

trying to find such slight shifts in the peak value would require ex-

tensive experiments. 

One of the features of the original analysis is its ability to pre

dict the shape of single particle impacts, and it is necessary to deter

mine if the new analysis predicts similar profiles. As before the non-

* * dimensional parameters X and Y are used for profile determination and 

take the form of 

x* = 2sinasinBt + (cosa- 2sina)St + ~Vsina~(Bt) 2 - cos2St - 1) 

(28) 

* Y = sinasinBt (29) 

where A = .1. A comparison between the experimental profiles, those 

obtained from the original analysis, and those of the modified analysis 

are presented in Fig. 21. The new analysis predicts the crater profile 

somewhat more accurately than the original theory at 10°, but there is 

little difference in the results at 30°. 

J 
' 
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IV. CONCWSION 

The assumption in solid particle erosion that the particle removes 

material in a cutting manner was found to be valid for an angle of in

cidence of less than 30°. The basic model prop~sed by Finnie1 was 

found, to a large extent, to describe the erosion process for this 

region. By making this model more realistic, csome of the erosion 

characteristic were more precisely described. 

Single particle experiments indicate the erosion process for 

a < 30° was primarily one of cutting, and for a > 40° the erosion pro

cess was predominately one of indentation. At angles bet\veen 20° and 

.40° degrees (a transition region) the mechanism for removal was a com

bination of cutting and indentation deformation. 

Finnie's original analysis was able to predict many of the erosion~ 

characteristics of multiple and single particle damage. It was found 

to be very effective for multiple particle tests. fore a < 30°, ·but for;;· 

larger angles of incidence the experimental and predicted results, 

diverged. Also, the cutting analysis was able to predict some of the 

features, crater profiles and the flow stress, of single particle.im

pacts at a< 30°. Both single and multiple impacts were used to confirm 

assumptions used in the analysis. It \\'as shown that the asswnptions 

for the force ratio k, the geometric parameters, and for treating the 

particle as rigid were valid. The proposal was made that the Vicker's 

hardness of the annealed specimen best described the surface that both 

multiple and single particles "see" on impact. Using this asswnption 

~-
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for the flow stress, then the cutting efficiency was shown to be about 

.1 for multiple particle tests. 

By modifying the original analysis, the discrepancy in predicting 

the role of velocity could no\v be explained. The modified cutting 

analysis produced an effective velocity exponent ranging from ~2.2 at 

10° to ~2.7 at 30°. These results are similar to reported experimental 

results, that is, the e:>..'J)onent n is in the range of 2. 2 to 2. 8 and 

n increases with the angle of impingement a. A small shift in the 

peak angle of erosion with velocity is also predicted, but it was not 

distinguishable in the experiments. Also, the profiles for single im

pacts were predicted more accurately than before for a < 30° 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. (A) Two-dimensional picture of an angular particlec 

surface material. (B) The forces acting on a parti_cle during the , . 

removal process. 

Fig. 2. A photograph of the test apparatus used for the erosion experiments. 

Fig. 3. Schematic dra\ving of the erosion tester. 

Fig. 4. (A) A drawing of the velocity calibration equipment and the 

modified test apparatus. (B) Parameters measured for determining 

particle velocity. 

Fig. 5. (A) Single particle damage caused by 1100 pm diameter SiC at 10° 

angle of impingement with initial velocity of 67 m/s on 1100-0 aluminum. 

(B) Profile of impa~t through approximate centerline of crater. 

(C) Stereo photographs of impact (use stereo viewer provided in 

Metals Handbook, Vol. 9) . 

Fig. 6. (A) Silicon carbide particle (1100 pm diameter) struck the 1100-0 

aluminl.Dn specimen at 67 m/s at a= 11° causing the crater shown. 

(B) Profile of impact taken along section line X:-X. (C) Stereo pair of 

damage (use viewer provided in Metal2_ Handbook, Vol. 9). 

Fig. 7. (A) Impactdamage on ll00-0 aluminum the result of a single 1100 

\liD diameter. SiC particle with initial velocity'of 67 m/s and at angle 

of incidence of 15°. (B) Crater profile along section X-:X~ 

(C) Stereo photographs (use viewer provided in ~1etals Handbook, Vol. 9). 

Fig. 8. (A) Damage of 1100-0 altnninum specimen clue to llOO pm diameter. 

SiC particle at a = 20° and initial velocity of 67 m/s. (B) Stereo 

photographs of dank'1gc (usc viewer provided in ~letals llandbook, Vol. 9). 

Fig. 9. (A) Photograph of 1100-0 alumimnn specimen damaged by SiC particle 

with 1100 pm diameter at a = 30° ancl \vith initial velocity of 67 m/s. 
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(B) Crater profile along section X-X. (C) Stereo view of impact 

crater (use viewer provided in Metals Handbook, Vol. 9). 

Fig. 10. (A) Single impact crater in 1100-0 aluninurn the results of SiC 

particle (1100 ~m diameter) striking the surface at a = 60° and 

at 67 m/s. (B) Profile of crater through approximate centerline. 

(C) Stereo.pairs of damage (use viewer foW1d in Metals Handbook, 

Vol. 9). 

Fig. 11. (A) Damage to 1100-0 aluminum specimen due to 1100 ~nn diameter 

SiC particle with angle of impingement of 90° and initial velocity 

of 67 m/s. (B) Profile of crater through section X-X. 

(C) Stereo photographs of crater (use viewer provided in Metals 

Handbook, Vol. 9). 

Fig. 12. Plot of normalized erosion as a fW1ction of the angle of incidence, 

and also shown is velocity exponent n for several angles. 

Fig. 13. Normalized experimental and predicted erosion (g/g) results as 

a function of the angle a. 

Fig. 14. Plot of erosion per particle (gm/part) as a function of angle 

of incidence (a) for experimental and predicted results. 

Fig. 15. Single particle crater profiles found experimentally and 

predicted for a= 10°. 

Fig. 16. Plot of crater profiles found experimentally and predicted by 

the analysis for a= 30°. 

Fig. 17. For single impacts, a plot of the predicted plastic flow stress 

as a fw1ction of the angle a. 

Fig. 18. Weight loss (gms) plotted as a fW1ction of the amow1t of SiC 

abrasive. 
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Fig. 19. Plot of erosion (gms) as a ftmction of the amm.mt of silicon 

carbide abrasive. 

Fig. 20. (A) Two-dimensional picture of angular particle removing 

material. (B) Forces acting on particle during material removal 

process as used in the modified analysis. (C) Location of forces 

acting on particle assuming an included angle of about 120°. 

Fig. 21. Single particle crater profiles for representative experimental 

results and profiles predicted by original and modified m1alysis at 

(A) ex= 10 and (B) a= 30°. Results are scaled such that the maximt.un 

depth of cut for experimental and predicted results are equal for a 

given a. Experimental curves correspond to the dash-dot curves in 

Fig. 15 and 16. 
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